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BIOGRAPHY

Ben is a partner who deals with a wide range of complex and high value commercial disputes with

a particular emphasis on competition litigation and finance litigation. He has a Postgraduate

Diploma in EU Competition Law and has acted on cases in the High Court, the Competition Appeal

Tribunal and the Court of Appeal in England and the Grand Court and Court of Appeal of the

Cayman Islands where he recently acted on a three month trial. 

Ben was part of the team which acted for National Grid in its claim against global suppliers of Gas

Insulated Switchgear following a European Commission finding of a breach of Article 101 TFEU.

The team was recognised with a number of awards including Competition Team of the Year at the

Lawyer Awards in 2015, Global Competition Review’s Cartel Prosecution Litigation of the Year 2015

and Competition and Regulation Team of the Year at the British Legal awards in 2014. He

subsequently acted for National Grid in its claims against global suppliers of power cables
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CAT uses broad axe to quantify Trucks Overcharge
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BCLP shortlisted in ‘The Lawyer’ Awards 2023

Insights

Mar 17, 2023

following the European Commission’s infringement decision. He is currently acting for Royal Mail

and BT in their claims against DAF Trucks Limited in respect of the infringement of Article 101

identified by the European Commission which is scheduled for trial commencing in April 2022. Ben

has worked on a separate major cartel investigation by the European Commission and the related

leniency applications that were submitted in respect of this investigation.

Ben’s work on finance litigation has included acting on a number of disputes regarding the

interpretation of ISDA Master Agreements in the freight forwarding sector. He has also acted for a

UK subsidiary of an overseas bank on its internal investigation into allegations of bribery and

misconduct, and its subsequent reporting to the FCA. His work in the Cayman Islands included

acting for a fund in its defence of a just and equitable winding up Petition and in its cross claims.
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Financing losses and interest - simple pleasures or compounding the misery?

It has long been a mystery to economists, accountants and business people why lawyers have regard to simple

interest in commercial cases, in circumstances where companies generally do not (and cannot) borrow money on

a simple interest basis. Despite compound interest having been awarded and endorsed in Sempra Metals more

than 15 years ago, it is still common for claimants to claim, and for UK courts to award, interest on a simple basis.

The Competition Appeal Tribunal’s landmark judgment in Royal Mail v DAF Trucks provides a ringing endorsement

of the principles laid down in Sempra Metals and provides insight as to what a claimant is required to prove to

successfully claim compound interest.
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Lawyers featured in ‘Thomson Reuters’ on first ever trucks cartel litigation trial in UK
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Trucks cartel decision: overcharge gets green light

In the first "trucks cartel" litigation to go to trial in the UK, the Competition Appeal Tribunal has ruled that a cartel of

truck manufacturers led to a material overcharge on a UK market-wide basis. The decision is expected to have a

significant influence on the numerous other claims in relation to the cartel across Europe.
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BCLP Lawyers Author Chapter on Brexit Impact on Competition Litigation for ‘Global
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